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The career structure and funding of the universities [...] currently strongly d- courages academics and
faculties from putting any investment into teaching - there are no career or ?nancial rewards in it. This is a

great pity, because [...] it is the need toengage indialogue,and to makethings logicaland clear,that
istheprimary defence against obscurantism and abstraction. " B. Ward-Perkins, The fall of Rome, Oxford

(2005) This is the ?rst volume of a planned two-volume treatise on non-equilibrium phase transitions. While
such a topic might sound rather special and a- demic, non-equilibrium critical phenomena occur in much

wider contexts than their equilibrium counterparts, and without having to ?ne-tune th- modynamic variables
to their 'critical' values in each case. As a matter of fact, most systems in Nature are out of equilibrium.

By taking into account nonequilibrium fluctuations longrange order is analyzed for possible pattern. Phase
diagram of DP with spatiotemporal Levy flights. Nonequilibrium Phase Transitions. configurations that can

be reached by the dynamics but cannot be left.
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Nonequilibrium phases and phase transitions Recent experimental progress has brought into existence
socalled quantum simulators such as ultracold atoms in optical lattices or trapped ions. Left The transitions .

Nonequilibrium phase transitions. My question is about the distinction between certain kinds of phase
transitions. Nonequilibrium phase transitions 4 heat bath. Nonequilibrium phase transitions with longrange
interactions In the continuum limit Levy flights can be generated by certain nonlocal linear operators called
fractional derivatives. Nonequilibrium phase transitions 30 2 DP 15 MFL dominated by spatial Levy flights 1
dominated by mixed phase incubation times 05 MF MFI 0 0 05 1 15 2 25 3 Figure 17. Haye Hinrichsen.
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